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cultural factors in human-robot interaction: a matter of personality 3 2. socially interactive robots and personality
a socially interactive robot can be considered as an embodied ... effects of experience and workplace culture in
human-robot ... - int j soc robot (2013) 5:7588 doi 10.1007/s12369-012-0170-y effects of experience
and workplace culture in human-robot team interaction in robotic surgery: a case study culture and human-robot
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carpenter emerging technologies, ethics and international affairs january 2016 234 x 156 mm methodology &
themes of human-robot interaction: a growing ... - international journal of advanced robotic systems, vol. 4, no.
1 (2007) issn 1729-8806, pp. 103-108 103 methodology & themes of human-robot interaction: a growing research
field human-robot interaction in an arabic social and cultural ... - thereby encouraging the creation of culture
specific dialogues, appearances and non-verbal gestures for an engaging social robot with regionally relevant
applications. imran fanaswala, maxim makatchev, brett browning, reid simmons, majd sakr carnegie mellon
university in qatar, doha, qatar imranf@qataru human-robot interaction in an arabic social and cultural setting
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human-robot interaction helge huettenrauch, kerstin severinson eklundh, anders green, elin app school of
computer science and communication (csc) are we ready for sex robots? - human-robot interaction ... - are we
ready for sex robots? matthias scheutz and thomas arnold human-robot interaction laboratory tufts university,
medford, ma 02155, usa fmatthiasheutz,thomasnoldg@tufts towards culturally robust robots: a critical social
... - performance and experience of human culture and its role in shaping human cognition. we see a culturally
robust robotics as allowing for critical reflection on dominant cultural values and the place of robotics in their
reproduction, rather than simply computationally reproducing specific cultural patterns. the paper is laid out as
follows. in section 2, we provide a critical analysis of how ... the influence of peopleÃ¢Â€Â™s culture and
prior experiences ... - three clusters: attitude towards the interaction with robots, attitude towards social
inÃ¯Â¬Â‚uence of robots and attitude towards emotions in interaction with robots. around one half of them were
recruited at local universities and the other half was approached through aibo online communities. the
participantsÃ¢Â€Â™ cultural background had a signiÃ¯Â¬Â•cant inÃ¯Â¬Â‚uence on their attitude and the japa
... playing games with robots ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢Â‚Â¬Ã¢Â€Âœ a method for evaluating ... - playing games with robots
 a method for evaluating human-robot interaction 471 like a trivial exercise. how does playing games
relate to other application areas? although each application of robots in the real world has its unique challenges in
terms of the mechanical controls required for operation, many applications share commonalities in the social
aspects of interaction such as working ... investigating spatial relationships in human-robot ... - human-robot
interaction, spatiality in interaction, interaction episodes 1. introduction humans engaged in physical activities
have to deal with spatial relationships. due to the physical mass and degrees of freedoms of body, head, and limbs,
movement in three-dimensional space or manipulation of objects needs to be orchestrated on the basis of sensory
perception and cognitive abilities. the ... a nascent robotics culture: new complicities for companionship philosophical evocation in ways that are forging a nascent robotics culture. introduction the designers of
computational objects have traditionally focused on how these objects might extend and/or perfect human
cognitive powers. but computational objects do not simply do things for us, they do things to us as people, to our
ways of being the world, to our ways of seeing ourselves and others ... title of paper: kaspar  a
minimally expressive humanoid ... - kaspar  a minimally expressive humanoid robot for human-robot
interaction research authors: kerstin dautenhahn, chrystopher l. nehaniv, michael l. walters, ben robins, hatice
kose-bagci, n. assif mirza, mike blow all authors carried out the work while being part of the adaptive systems
research group at university of hertfordshire. kerstin dautenhahn is corresponding author of this article ...
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